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This is where it all started, the
part known locally as the ‘altitude’
area which was the birthplace of
the winter sports resort. Plagne
Centre, built in 1961, was the
starting point for the construction
of 7 villages, all situated above
1800m. At the end of 21 (numbered)
hairpin bends, you come to: Plagne
1800, Plagne Centre, Plagne Soleil,
Plagne Villages, Plagne Aime 2000,
Plagne Bellecôte and, finally, Belle
Plagne. Architectural styles and
atmospheres differ so that
everyone can find their personal
favourite.
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/ The direct access to the mountain
peaks, thanks to the high altitude and
the lift system that makes it so easy
for skiers. The geographical position
of the 7 altitude villages leads to
optimum snow conditions throughout
the winter season.

/ The bobsleigh track, unique in France
and open to the public. Different
machines have been developed to let
everyone have a go for a real thrill on
the snaking icy run that dates back to
the 1992 Olympics. Speeds reach
between 80 and 120 km/hr!

/ 1800 to 2050m altitude

/ The activities for non-skiers: zip
wires, dog sledding, snow shoeing,
cinema, bowling, skating rink, Nordic
walking… Non-skiers have plenty to do
too!

/T
 he 1.5 km long toboggan run that
follows a former red run. Minimum
height for the ‘Colorado Park’ is 1.40m,
wearing a helmet and skiwear. A fun,
adrenalin-filled moment to enjoy with
family or friends.

/F
 acilities for those with reduced
mobility in Plagne Aime 2000 and
Plagne Centre, where it is easy to get
around the galleries and out to the
slopes. The Télémetro, a gondola that
links the two sites without having to
go outside, is ideal for wheelchairs.
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/ Built between 1961 - 1990

/T
 he Jaguar Land Rover experience
with the resort’s partner. Driving tests,
driving on snow, children aged 11-17
can even take the wheel to have fun
on a course adapted for them.
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